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Hello 2020.
With the heat subsiding and the fires (largely) out, we can now take a collective breath as we move into
autumn.
Thank you to everyone who supported our Buy a Bale fire sale. Like the rest of the nation, we are
devastated by the impact of the warming planet and want to do out bit to help.
The Year of the Rat brought with it some fabulous new projects and members to our growing Move-in
family. We look forward to sharing a few of our recent and upcoming projects with our clients, collaborators
and fans.
So step inside and take a look at what we are up to…

Greatest Hits
Like the very best albums, it’s
always hard to pick a favourite
tune – but we have compiled a
few of ours into a fresh press.
Thank you to our gun team of
amazing humans who have made
magic happen and delivered an
impressive array of projects.
Drop the needle and take a look
at our Greatest Hits.

Student Accommodation
With student accommodation
pumping, the projects just keep
getting bigger and better.
We love working in this space
and in 2019 delivered...
2672 beds for students to rest
their weary heads, put together
60 outdoor areas for students to
get their vitamin D, and filled at
least 1 giant gumball machine
to keep the sugar pumping
though their veins.

The Albert Mosman
Look out Mosman, here
comes The Albert boutique
hotel.
It was a blast to work with Tess
Regan Design and Jean-Claude
of Emerald City Hotels on this
unique and sumptuous restoration
of an old manor and its stylish
new wing.
Check our instagram for updates!

@thecalilehotel

@frederic_cremorne

@ngvmelbourne

The best place to stay
in Brisbane

The iconic Raymond family's new
restaurant - owned by the sibings

Keith Haring & Jean-Michel
Basquiat: crossing lines
exhibition
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